
Public Comment – Meeting 3 

When I heard that the Expo Building is being used for virtual court hearings, I thought, "Wow! Someone is really thinking 
about a community need and opportunity to utilize that Expo space." Great idea. Although it is sad to hear that the WIF 
is cancelled this year, it is the appropriate action to take. Thank you for doing the right thing. I worked at the Fair office 
is years past, and I cannot imagine a way to make the event safe for guests. I would guess that next year's fair will be a 
big one, not only because the Treasure Valley is growing, but because so many of us will miss the fair and choose to 
attend in 2021. If you look on your website today, you will still see Western Idaho Fair under upcoming events, although 
it has been removed from the calendar. Someone might take a minute to update that oversight. It shows up on the 
overall page, as well as each monthly calendar page. – Ina Jaszkowiak 

I want to comment on the future of Expo Idaho. I have grown up in the Treasure Valley and have been attending the WIF 
since I was a small child. I have always attended the fair at Expo Idaho. There is plenty of land at that location and I do 
not think the fair grounds should be moved. I want the fair grounds to stay at that location. I also think as a tax payer 
that moving the fair grounds would be extremely expensive and require debt. Currently the facility is self sufficient. It 
should stay in that location and stay self sufficient;. The location is easy to access from all parts of the Valley. Also I like 
that 4-H is located on the site. Keep the 4-H building on the site. My kids participate in 4-H and they are 4th generation 
4-H. Expo Idaho is a great venue for 4-H activities both during the fair and at other times. If anything expand the 4-H 
office! Do not move the WIF from this site! – Tiffany Hales 

To Whom It May Concern: I live/rent a place in Nampa and work in Meridian. I really want to see a stadium at the expo 
center site. I don’t care for a spot for the Hawks, but a soccer stadium would be great for a minor league foot club 
and/or pro rugby and pro ultimate frisbee. Smaller metros like Salt Lake City and Santa Barbara have seen success with 
less common pro sports. Rugby and foot clubs are one of the fastest growing pro sports in America and shows how 
America isn’t all about football. Thank you for the response, David Pecci 

I know everyone already has a bazillion items to consider. But I am so excited by this entire thing that I can't help but 
comment. This may or may not be useful. – Kaden Sinclair 

 

 



Explanation: 

White area is 200’ of river front for the purposes of conservation, enhanced natural space, park, beaches, and whatever 
suits the public use of the river space with greenbelt access. GoX is the “Gardens of Xanadu” plan that I am all slobbery 
over and which I believe provides huge benefits, with an eye on being a B-Corp and/or nonprofit to enforce always 
giving back over the long term. The plan is outlined pretty comprehensively on the website, but would be scaled up from 
the current proposal to fit this space. The side facing the river would be for gardens that blended into the natural space 
of the river and provided enhanced beauty to merge toward the entrance into the official park/botanical gardens and art 
center. This concept includes maker spaces, building and creating classes, ongoing and changing art expos, and a 
performance space for music inside of the climate-controlled tropical gardens. See https://GardensOfXanadu.com 

Again, that plan will be built somewhere if not here, but this would be so fantastic and could be scaled up to be far more 
than originally intended. Sports and Recreation is a broad idea for either maintaining (with a rebuild/enhancement) the 
stadium and adding some fields, or simply creating something new that allowed for more physical activities. Blended for 
both a paid entry stadium and public access right off the river. One thing of note that I disliked about the stadium idea – 
it was being promoted by an outside entity from Idaho and all revenue, short of some minimum wage jobs, would go out 
of state. I would like to see some restrictions on keeping the money here. Or a similar plan that was controlled in a way 
to benefit Idaho, not Alabama (which is where I believe the company lives). I understand that realities don’t always work 
that way, but this is a gem of a location and some rules like this are within the power of those making these decisions, 
due to how desirable it will be. 

The retail with a “local slant” is something that I’d like to see free of franchise, but offered to local entrepreneurs 
through the B-corp mandates to benefit the community. Providing access for people to realize a retail dream that might 
succeed. Or not, but having a chance and not competing with a chain. Money generated from GoX and perhap the 
stadium could help with micro-loans and encourage cultural retail for underserved communities. Also could offer 
produce from the gardens and groups in a market. This should be open to ideas. Both the arc on the Glenwood front and 
the one opening into the sports park could be open for this. 

Optional – could include a little local theater for performance groups amongst the retail and food. Expo could be 
redesigned to provide great space for Expo needs if those are desired and of benefit, lending to the overall constant 
influx of ideas and activities, which is crucial to drawing in people without being stale. 

Community gardens and greenhouses could include university and local school educational programs related to farming, 
gardening, and sciences for conservation. Some of these could include growing for sale, including school and kids 
programs where they are taught to grow and sell and understand business. A collaboration of this program with JUMP 
(whom I have been working to get a kids market built in their square). This could provide a space to create items that 
they can sell and learn how to start their own business. 

Uber/Lyft/transit parking area is something I’d like to simply offer as a concept to encourage people NOT driving to the 
location. Creating a separate location for parking or just encouraging transit to and from the location is going to help a 
lot. We even talked about busses made to look like fun things. Pirate ships, dragons, blah blah. The concept would be 
that it provides tickets aboard the bus so people can be driven straight into the gardens and not wait in line, have a 
locker and location for things needed at the site, and provide a pass that allows you to jump on any vehicle leaving the 
park at any time, so there is no waiting or purchase required. It’s all paid up front. This can be tinkered with to flesh out. 
All of this is simply designed as a very general idea to help the conversation, not to try and slam down an immutable 
plan. I think everyone will have ideas on what will work and how to make this gift of land do the most good for the 
longest term. 

This plan incorporate revenue ideas, grant opportunities, giving back and keeping money in the community, salaries, and 
a way for the county and nearby cities to benefit through land taxes, business and sales taxes, and possibly an operating 
agreement that sets aside a percentage for use. Whatever works best to maximize benefit. 



With ALL of this, I know this group isn’t focused on specifics, layout, and all of that. But I do think you all articulated 
some great stuff last night at the meeting and that this might help your gears turn toward how your own ideas could 
shape this basic outline. My primary purpose and goal is to find a way to give back to our beautiful community, with a 
practical eye on how it is paid for. Age groups, cultural backgrounds, people with varying financial means, and those with 
social or physical issues should all find this place to be inclusive. 

I’ve been gifted with more than I need to enjoy life, so I really get a lot out of how to make incredible opportunities for 
everyone. Just so you know I’m not secretly plotting in my evil volcano lair. I sure hope this helps. Kindest regards, Kaden 

The Expo Idaho and Fairgrounds are true treasures for the Treasure Valley! We need to keep these facilities for the 
residents of the Treasure Valley. I could see turning Les Bois and the acreage east of it into a baseball stadium. Please do 
not remove the Expo buildings or animal barns! Born and raised in the Treasure Valley 4H & FFA add so much to our 
community. – Shannon Carrell 

We host our annual ski swap at the Expo Building. The community looks forward to our event every year. This is a 
fundraiser for BBSEF as well as donating clothes to local charities. We also make it a food drive. Tens of thousands of 
people come to the ski swap every year. Our event benefits several charities in the Treasure Valley. We cannot imagine 
our event being as successful at any other location. You have parking, a nice location central location and large buildings. 
Plus the staff is amazing to work with! – Bogus Basin Ski Ed Fdn 

A proposal for the future of the Expo property. The area proposed to be set aside for tiny homes (400 sq. foot each) is 88 
acres or almost 4 million square feet, or about 4,000 sq ft. of land per house assuming 1000 houses. Obviously many 
more houses could be put in that area. The proposal is found here: 
https://www.google.com/maps/d/viewer?mid=1Rk7e3xU-buMQjSmt6f6IHEuirTDOlsFy&usp=sharing [google.com] in 
Google Maps or as JPEG's here: http://ozreport.com/docs/expomap.JPG [ozreport.com] or 
http://ozreport.com/docs/exposat.JPG [ozreport.com] – Davis Straub 

The Glenwood Rim Neighborhood Association would like to be involved in the Expo Idaho development project.  We are 
directly affected by activities relating Expo Idaho and the ball field today and we know we will be significantly affected 
by whatever is done to that area that will increase traffic along Glenwood towards the bench, Boise Town Square and 
the freeway. I appreciate any information you can provide us that will explain what is being considered including how 
Garden City, Boise and Ada County are involved.  Please continue to address your emails to the Glenwood Rim NA; 
however, for this project, I would appreciate you also address my personal email as well to ensure i see your messages 
more promptly.  You may also text me using my mobile number.  I would also enjoy a call from you to get started. Thank 
you, Lee Welch  Mobile/Text:  208-789-4177 Personal Email:  leland4811@gmail.com glenwoodrim@gmail.com 

IF EXPO IDAHO WAS A BLANK SLATE WHAT WOULD YOU PUT HERE? I would put a business there that he BSU Economics 
Dept.’s 2015 study found has a financial impact of over $50 million a year and provides 536 jobs for local Idahoans. It 
also provides great outdoor activity and exposure/education to our young people about the animal that Idahoans, more 
than any other state, admire, train, groom, possess and love – the HORSE.  This business has also produced a Hall of 
Fame jockey and provided many wonderful evenings with our children and grandchildren over the 50+ years we have 
lived here in Northwest Boise. 

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MAIN CHALLENGE OR OPPORTUNITY AREAS? The main challenge to this committee is to keep 
an open mind to ALL IDEAS including a business that flourished at this location for 40 years and was cherished by many 
Idahoans.  The fiasco of a process that led to the demises of horse racing at Les Bois Park was replete with half-truths, 
innuendo and supporters being shut out of appealing the decision of the Idaho Legislature.  An embarrassing episode for 
the whole State of Idaho.   CONSIDER ALL OPTIONS! 

HOW DO YOU THINK ADA COUNTY RESIDENTS WOULD BENEFIT FROM YOUR SCENARIO? To take the path most 
commonly traveled recently in the Boise valley and turn this wonderful equestrian venue in to apartments, condos, 
duplexes, etc. would be a tremendous disservice to the community.  Idahoans are an active people who enjoy outdoors 
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and especially if it involves horses.  Lets preserve the fairgrounds, baseball park  and reinstate the horse racing venue for 
generations of Idahoans to enjoy. 

WHAT CHANGES WOULD YOU MAKE? Put up a big sign that says OPEN FOR BUSINESS AS USUAL!!! – Hollis and Barb 
Putnam 

Below are some ideas concerning use of Fairground/expo property. The Ada County Fairgrounds / Expo equity should be 
kept as originally intended as a fairgrounds.  If it is sold then the equity needs to be used for fairgrounds elsewhere in 
the county. Recently, I spoke with FACTS (Foundation for Ada Canyon County Trails).  May I suggest a collaboration of 
Ada and Canyon County. One fairgrounds north of the cities/river and the other south to reduce traffic over the limited 
roads that cross the river. Other counties have public facilities for horses such as an arena and trail system. An example 
is in Buck County Horse Park.  

This is a good example. 
https://www.google.com/search?q=buck.county+arena+hirse&oq=buck.county+arena+hirse&aqs=chrome..69i57j33l3.6
414j0j4&client=ms-android-verizon&sourceid=chrome-mobile&ie=UTF-8#trex=m_t:lcl_akp,rc_f 
[nam01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com]:,rc_ludocids:3579454814752499329,rc_q:Bucks%2520County%2520Horse%2
520Park,ru_q:Bucks%2520County%2520Horse%2520Park 

I currently serve on the Ada County Open Space and Trails Board representing equestrians.  I am willing to assist in any 
manner. Feel free to call me. 208-602-9620. Sincerely, Karen Danley 

DREAMS AND DESIRES 

IF EXPO IDAHO WAS A BLANK SLATE, WHAT WOULD YOU PUT HERE? 

The North West Neighborhood of Boise is one of the two closest neighborhoods for this area, therefore we strongly 
believe we will be impacted the most by any future decisions. At the same time, the issues that concern us are also 
concerns of the greater population as shown in the results of the 2018 Boise Citizen Survey. The eastern side of Boise 
City has significantly benefited from having very large landmass areas adjacent to the Boise River preserved. We believe 
other areas of the City should receive the same benefits. This is especially important due to Boise’s plans to increase 
density all along the State Street Corridor, making the need to provide places for people to go and escape the built 
environment even more critical to maintaining a high quality of life. As more and more land is consumed by 
development, open space and access to nature is being disproportionately shifted to the foothills. These public areas are 
already being “over-loved” by the burgeoning population as well as not providing equitable access and opportunity for 
people of all ages and abilities. This large parcel provides the most significant opportunity the county has to improve 
equitable access to nature and passive recreation for all ages and abilities. 

We ask that you use citizen data and priorities to evaluate the future use of this land as provided below. 

North West Neighborhood Community Survey 

The North West Neighborhood Association conducted a North West Livability Survey in early 2019 as part of the process 
for developing our official Neighborhood Plan. Survey respondents indicated that proximity to nature and wildlife(66%) 
and proximity to recreational opportunities(50%) were the reasons they chose to live in the North West Neighborhood. 
In addition, respondents highly value access to the natural environment, including: Open space, Waterways, Wildlife, 
Trails, Rural land, Trees, Livestock, Sunlight 

City of Boise Citizen Survey 

The Boise citizen biannual survey indicated that Environmental Sustainability and Parks and Open Space are of the 
highest priority for the nine (9) key areas identified. 



 

If this parcel of land is simply built up with density to achieve the “highest and best use” based on monetization as the 
gauge, a disservice to all is committed. Therefore, we ask that you protect and preserve this land as a community owned 
asset which is an investment in the best and highest use for the residents, nature, and environmental sustainability, all 
of which support the elements identified by the citizens that define a high quality of life. 

WHAT DO YOU SEE AS THE MAIN CHALLENGE OR OPPORTUNITY AREAS? 

A primary challenge will be to look beyond an underlying assumption that this area will become a new ‘downtown’ for 
Garden City.  Our neighborhood is aware of Garden City’s pre-2008 recession plans (as prepared by Colliers) that 
included desired plats of high intensity private urban development with minimal open space and little long term public 
recreational opportunities and little respect for the river and floodplain. It is not the responsibility of the county’s 
citizens to make a sacrifice in order for Garden City to expand its tax revenue base.  

Of the specific means of using the Ada County Fairgrounds in a way that would enhance our long term livability, quality 
of life, and resilience, creating substantial natural open space in the Boise River Floodplain could provide flood 
mitigation as well as recreation opportunities such as wildlife observation, fishing, and swimming along this portion of 
the river that has lost much of its natural amenities to channelization and development due to Garden City expansion.  
The Strawberry Glen area was a highly prized local swimming and fishing area before Garden City expanded west and 
north of the Glenwood Bridge. Recreating some of the natural habitat and lost recreation would truly be the highest and 
best use in the long term in this area, and would also partly mitigate for extensive building along the river by Ada County 
municipalities. 

Other uses compatible with floodplain mitigation are urban agriculture including the potential for a 
demonstration/community farm integrated into the existing Fairgrounds infrastructure.  Currently the arena is locked to 
public use, though in the past local equestrians could use these public grounds. A 4H headquarters could be a good fit. 



Over the decades much of the green open space has been converted to paved parking that is rarely used, and many 
would agree that this is not a good use of community land.  To the extent overflow parking is required only several times 
a year, rough mowed pasture is a traditional and preferable alternative. 

While our neighborhood does not support moving the Fairgrounds or selling this County land, if it was sold then the 
equity needs to be used for fairgrounds elsewhere in the county.  We understand that FACTS (Foundation for Ada 
Canyon County Trails) has called for a collaboration of Ada and Canyon County, with one fairgrounds north of the 
cities/river and the other south. Other counties have public facilities for horses such as an arena and trail system. A good 
example is in Buck County Horse Park: https://www.buckscountyhorsepark.org/ 
[nam01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com] 

HOW DO YOU THINK ADA COUNTY RESIDENTS WOULD BENEFIT FROM YOUR SCENARIO? 

Historically, the Fairgrounds provided a number of baseball backstops, tennis courts, playground equipment, and play 
fields large enough for soccer.  It was the center for activities that required open space such as fly rod casting lessons or 
kite flying. The Thurman Mill canal was also the location for fishing derbies.  Garden City currently provides few of these 
opportunities and has very little public open space. Both Garden City and Boise residents would greatly benefit by 
restoring these functions to this land. 

All Ada County residents would benefit from economic risk reduction by flood mitigation on the Boise River, but 
particularly those residents of Boise, Garden City, Eagle, and increasingly Star as these municipalities have increased 
development along the Boise River.  In addition, enhancing Boise River habitat is a boon to all of Ada County. Eagle 
Island is becoming increasingly crowded and so providing additional recreational river opportunities in this location 
would not only benefit Boise and Garden City residents, but also more local users of Eagle Island from Star and Eagle.  

Finally, our Fairgrounds help prevent the loss of the culture agriculture so essential to our local history as well as our 
identity -- our successful Farmers Markets are not possible without local farms and the traditional knowledge, 
innovation, and transmission of enthusiasm to new generations.  Much of Ada County still retains an agricultural 
identity, though this is threatened by urban sprawl and planning decisions that have overlooked this keystone to the 
Treasure Valley. – Northwest Neighborhood Association 

We're about to have a housing/eviction crises. How does this proposed development serve the homeless, who 
apparently are going to grow in number? https://www.idahostatesman.com/news/business/article245150855.html 
[idahostatesman.com] – Davis Straub 

I was very dissapointed to see an article released yesterday regarding a developer's proposed ideas for these grounds. 
Why even have this committee if developers are already at the head of the line? – E.B. Schofield 

It would be very nice to have as many sports-based facilities and entertainment facilities on the site: a soccer stadium, a 
football stadium, a baseball stadium, indoor arenas, outdoor practice fields. Single-family homes can be placed 
anywhere. Maximize the potential of the site to make it a true "destination". I strongly support tax dollars going to fund 
such a site, which will economically strengthen our area and provide us a tremendous quality of life asset. – Don May 

I am contacting you to let you know the importance of keeping our fair grounds. I am 55 years old. When I was a kid I 
showed animals at WIF from the age of 9 until I graduated. The experience gave me an appreciation of hard work and 
taught me how to care for all kinds of livestock. This all starts with 4-H and ends with FFA. All of the in between is pride 
in a finished product, public speaking, and good honest competition and community service.  My husband and I adopted 
two children. Our son is now 28 years old with a family serving active Army. He showed all of his growing up years at WIF 
as well and the memories are priceless. It helped make him the good man he is today. Our daughter is 17 years old. She 
started her meat goat herd when she was nine and showed and sold to other 4H and FFA members who also show at 
WIF. She has a beef breeding project as well as participating in the Dairy Heifer Replacement Program.  At WIF this year 
she won Grand Champion 4H Dairy showman and Reserve Grand Champion FFA Meat Goat Showman. All of this to say, 
if we don’t have WIF, where will they go?  What is the incentive to prep and train and love livestock?  Serve others? 



These same kids go on to learn through many community service projects. From taking underprivileged children 
shopping for school clothes to raking up leaves at the homes of the elderly. When we see and think of the Western 
Idaho Fair, we don’t see a piece of land ready for apartments and/or shopping facilities,...That’s going on everywhere in 
this valley. It is a place for our kids to work toward. Dream about all of the possibilities for their project. Can’t we keep 
something good for good?    Thank you for your time. - Tawnya Mckague 

I am a parent of a 4-H and FFA kids who show livestock at wif. I am protesting against turning this area into shopping and 
apartments we have enough of this crap around this valley what we don't have enough of is farm land and ag. Its is 
slowly being ripped away. You need to consider this when you decide this property because when you do away with this 
you are taking away the future of agriculture and the future of these kids! They love this and by taking away their 
avenue to show and sell their animsls is defeating them and taking away the publics opportunity to buy great product! 
Please do not take this opportunity away from my daughter its what she loves and its a huge part of our past and 
hopefully our future! – Kristie Sells 

 


